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We would like to point out the errors in the proof of P�2��r� ,r�=0 in this paper. These errors, however, do not affect the
results of the paper. For completeness, we would like to rewrite the proof from Eq. �12� to Eq. �18� on p. 016706-3. Starting
with Eq. �12� of the paper, the second term can be rewritten as

P�2��r�,r� =
1

2�
��+ + ��+�*� , �12�

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation and �+= i�0
+�F̃k�r� ,r�kdk with

F̃k�r�,r� = �
V0

dV0�� + ���2�G̃k
�out��r�,r0�G̃k

�in��r,r0�� .

As defined in the paper, �0, ��, and � denote gradients over the variables r0, r�, and r, respectively. It is easy to show,
�0�r�−r0�=−���r�−r0� and �0�r−r0�=−��r−r0�. Hence, we have

�� + ���2�G̃k
�out��r�,r0�G̃k

�in��r,r0�� = �0 · �0�G̃k
�out��r�,r0�G̃k

�in��r,r0�� .

Therefore, F̃k�r� ,r� can be rewritten as a surface integral based on Gauss’s theorem,

F̃k�r�,r� = �
V0

dV0�0 · �0�G̃k
�out��r�,r0�G̃k

�in��r,r0�� = �
S

dS�− n0
S� · �0�G̃k

�out��r�,r0�G̃k
�in��r,r0�� . �13�

It has to be pointed out that here we must treat r0 as a free variable when performing �0, and then fix r0 on surface S for
surface integral. In the planar geometry, we obtain �1� ��z�0�

G̃k
�in��r,r0� =

1

�2��3 � �
−�

+�

du dv exp�− iu�x − iv�y��− �	�

k

i� sgn�k�

exp�− i�z sgn�k�w�
w

− �	 k

�

�

exp�− �zw�
w

� �14�

and G̃k
�out��r� ,r0�= �G̃k

�in��r� ,r0��* by replacing r= �x ,y ,z� with r�= �x� ,y� ,z��, � with ��, and �u ,v ,w� with �u� ,v� ,w��, where
�x=x−x0, etc. Furthermore, ��	�=1 for �	�
1 and 0, otherwise, sgn�k�=1 for k�0 and −1 for k
0, �=�u2+v2, and w
=��k2−�2�. Here, we assume that the source is above the measurement plane z0=0. Because dS=dx0dy0 and −n0

S ·�0

=−� /�z0 �n0
S is along z0�, substituting G̃k

�out��r� ,r0�= �G̃k
�in��r� ,r0��* and Eq. �14� into �13� gives

F̃k�r�,r� = − �
S

dS
�

�z0
�G̃k

�out��r�,r0�G̃k
�in��r,r0�� = −

�

�z0
�

x0

dx0�
y0

dy0G̃k
�out��r�,r0�G̃k

�in��r,r0�

=
− 1

8�2 � � du dv exp�− iu�x − x�� − iv�y − y����	 k

�

 exp�− �z� + z�w�

w
.

It is easy to show F̃k�r� ,r�*= F̃k�r� ,r�. Therefore, F̃k�r� ,r� is real.
In the spherical geometry, we obtain �k�0� �2�
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G̃k
�in��r,r0� =

− ik

4�

l=0

�

�2l + 1�jl�kr�hl
�2��kr0�Pl�n · n0� , �15�

and G̃k
�out��r� ,r0�= �G̃k

�in��r� ,r0��* by replacing n by n�, where jl�·� is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, hl
�2��·� is the

spherical Hankel function of the second kind, and Pl�·� is the Legendre polynomial. Furthermore, n�=r� /r, n0=r0 /r0, and
n=r /r. Because dS=r0

2d�0 and −n0
S ·�0=� /�r0 �n0

S is along −r0�, we rewrite Eq. �13� as

F̃k�r�,r� = �
S

dS
�

�r0
�G̃k

�out��r�,r0�G̃k
�in��r,r0�� = r0

2 �

�r0
�

�0

d�0G̃k
�out��r�,r0�G̃k

�in��r,r0� .

Then, substituting G̃k
�out��r� ,r0�= �G̃k

�in��r� ,r0��* and Eq. �15� into the above equation gives

F̃k�r�,r� =
k2

4�

l=0

�

�2l + 1�jl�kr�jl�kr��Pl�n · n��r0
2 �

�r0
ml

2�kr0� . �16�

Here, ml
2�kr0�= jl

2�kr0�+nl
2�kr0�, where nl�·� denotes the spherical Bessel function of the second kind. Therefore, F̃k�r� ,r�

is real.
In cylindrical geometry, we denote r�= ��� ,�� ,z��, r= �� ,� ,z�, and r0= ��0 ,�0 ,z0�. In this case, we obtain �k�0� �1,3�

G̃k
�in��r,r0� =

1

4�2 
n=−�

+�

exp�in��0 − ����
−�
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dkz exp�ikz�z0 − z���− i�

2
�	 kz

k

Jn���Hn

�2���0� + �	 k

kz

In���Kn��0�� ,

�17�

and G̃k
�out��r� ,r0�= �G̃k

�in��r� ,r0��* by replacing n with n�, kz with kz�, and  with �, respectively, where =��k2−kz
2� and �

=��k2−kz�
2�, Jn�·� is the Bessel function of the first kind, Hn

�2��·� is the Hankel function of the second kind, In�·� is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind, and Kn�·� is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. Because dS=�0d�0dz0 and
−n0

S ·�0=� /��0 �n0
S is along −�0�, we rewrite Eq. �13� as

F̃k�r�,r� = �
S

dS
�

��0
�G̃k
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�in��r,r0�� = �0
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��0
�
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�out��r�,r0�G̃k
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Then, substituting G̃k
�out��r� ,r0�= �G̃k

�in��r� ,r0��* and Eq. �17� into the above equation gives

F̃k�r�,r� =
1
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�
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2��0�� . �18�

Here, Mn
2��0�=Jn

2��0�+Nn
2��0�, where Nn�·� is the Bessel function of the second kind. It is easy to show F̃k�r� ,r�*

= F̃k�r� ,r�. Therefore, F̃k�r� ,r� is real.

In summary, F̃k�r� ,r� is real for all three geometries. Hence, �+ is purely imaginary. From Eq. �12�, P�2��r� ,r�=0.
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